HOW BAD IS THE LABOR SHORTAGE? CITIES WILL PAY YOU TO
MOVE THERE
Towns with unfilled jobs are handing out money, student-debt relief and home-purchase
assistance to lure potential employees–one by one
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Jobs at the paper mills and safe manufacturers on this stretch of the Great Miami River
mostly dried up by the early 2000s, leaving behind closed factories and an abandoned
downtown.
Today, a spruced-up waterfront, loft apartments and help-wanted signs give the appearance
of economic renewal. All that’s missing are workers – and that has prompted a novel
experiment.
Relocate to Hamilton and the city promises $5,000 to help pay student loans. Pack up for
Grant County, Ind., and claim $5,000 toward buying a home. Settle in North Platte, Neb.,
and the chamber of commerce will hold a ceremony in your honor to present an even bigger
check.
In this new phase of the U.S. economy, one marked by a shortage of workers rather than
jobs, civic leaders in Hamilton and elsewhere are asking themselves: Why not pay people to
move here?
The idea has spread where a strong economy, an aging population and an exodus of
younger workers have triggered severe labor shortages – often places with very low
unemployment rates and higher-than-average wage growth. That’s why small towns across
America, instead of offering incentives to employers, such as Amazon.com Inc., are giving it
to workers – one by one.
Mike Allgrunn, an economist at the University of South Dakota, calls the financial incentives
“a modern-day Homestead Act,” referring the 1862 law offering public land to settlers
willing to move West. A similar deal now stands in Marne, Iowa, where free parcels are
available to people who move there.
Some of the relocation programs show promise, but it is a tall order. The pull of opportunity
and amenities in large cities is hard to resist.
“The mere fact that they’re doing what they’re doing highlights the headwinds they are
facing,” said Enrico Moretti, an economist at the University of California, Berkeley. “There is
no one in San Francisco trying to pay people to move here.”
The 2007-09 recession spurred the movement of young people to big cities, particularly
those from rural America. The number of people in prime working years, ages 25 to 54,
grew almost 6 percent in larger metropolitan areas since 2008; it fell in towns and rural
areas, and stagnated in smaller cities and suburbs.

Through the first years of the recovery, with jobs still scarce, many places could ignore the
shift. With the U.S. economy now fully recovered, smaller communities face a badly
shrunken labor force, a condition likely to worsen.
The 4.1 percent U.S. unemployment rate is at a 17-year-low. Federal Reserve officials
forecast 3.6 percent by next year, which would be the lowest in half a century. Small
business ranks labor shortages as the biggest concern for the first time since 2000, the
National Federation of Independent Business found.
Having too few workers is a deep threat to communities. If employers can’t fill jobs, they
may leave, pushing towns into a downward economic spiral.
“Low unemployment rates, everyone thinks of that as a good thing and it is, but there’s a
downside,” Mr. Allgrunn said. “Eventually you run out of people to do the work.”
Aging out
In Hamilton, about a third of the 81 workers in Dave Lippert’s firm are near retirement. Mr.
Lippert, 63 years old, isn’t far behind them. His company, Hamilton Caster & Mfg. Co.,
which makes metal wheels and casters, was founded by his great-grandfather in 1907.
He worries who will do the work in the years ahead. Less than a quarter of Mr. Lippert’s
employees are younger than 37. Available machinists are so rare that Mr. Lippert has had to
train some of his other workers to do the job.
Neither of his daughters are likely to take over the family owned firm. One is an Air Force
doctor, and the other planning to move to Nashville, Tenn.
State statistics show about 5,800 jobs remain unfilled in Hamilton, a city of 62,000.
This year, a local community foundation opened applications for 11 scholarships – $5,000
toward student loans of people in engineering, technology, science or the arts, if they agree
to live for two years in downtown Hamilton, about 45 minutes from Cincinnati.
On High Street downtown, storefronts are nearly fully occupied, compared with a ghosttown occupancy rate of 2 percent a decade ago. By converting some older buildings into
residential lofts, as well as new construction, city leaders believe that adding residents will
enliven downtown, especially at night. A vibrant neighborhood would draw more young
people and fill jobs, they say.
So far, a dozen people have applied for the grants, though they all live and work in the
region. Kathryn Keefe, 24, works part time as an environmental educator for the city of
Fairfield, Ohio, and part-time at the Cincinnati Zoo. She pays $200 a month for student
loans.
“For us, it’s a financial thing,” said Ms. Keefe, of Forest Park, Ohio, about a 20-minute drive
from Hamilton. “It really does depend on the scholarship or not because there are other
places in the area that are cheaper to live.”
David Kerill, 29, was set on applying for the Hamilton program and moving from his
Philadelphia suburb. The grant would “shave years off” his $30,000 in student debt, he said.
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But a Philadelphia-based tech company offered him a dream job that pays an extra $100 a
month toward his students loans.
Katie Braswell, the vice president of the Hamilton Community Foundation, said the
scholarships should bring more local residents to downtown but acknowledged it would
eventually need to draw more out-of-towners. “I’m not real sure yet how this is going to
work out,” she said.
Brian Woods was the sole employee when he started ODW Logistics and Transportation
Services LLC in 2009. His company provides custom technology in supply chain and
transportation management to manufacturers, construction firms and food and beverage
companies.
Mr. Woods now has 64 employees, with another four joining in June. He said he was
considering leaving when he couldn’t find office space large enough to accommodate the
number of new employees he anticipates hiring in the future. The city then rented him office
space in a municipal building at below-market rent.
Barclays opened a customer service center in Hamilton that has grown from 48 employees
when it opened in 2016 to more than 500. They need more, starting at $15 an hour. The
company has opened part-time slots to help alleviate the worker shortage, said spokesman
Matt Fields. He hopes the scholarship program extends the city a “halo effect from a hiring
perspective.”
Unless Hamilton can attract new blood, Mr. Lippert said, its future is grim. Since 2010,
local employers have added more than 1,300 jobs, but Hamilton’s prime working-age
population has fallen by 2,800.
“If every company works on culture and trying to make it an attractive place to work, and
the city is an attractive place to live, I think that things will happen,” Mr. Lippert said. “If we
don’t, we’re not going to be around.”
He and his wife, Teresa, raised their daughters in the four-bedroom house where the couple
still live. He built the house in 1982, back in the days when the city boasted of being “The
Safe Capital of the World.”
Mr. Lippert runs a book club with 13 managers from his company who are reading “Help
Them Grow or Watch Them Go,” a book to help them understand younger employees.
“This urban deal is going to be more the wave of the future,” he said, pinning his hopes on a
resurgent downtown Hamilton.
‘Sign of the times’
The program in Hamilton was modeled after a similar effort in St. Clair County, Mich., which
started its student-loan scholarships in 2016. The Community Foundation of St. Clair County
has awarded eight grants from among 40 applicants and recently raised its award to
$15,000 from $10,000, targeting local young people who have moved away.
One of the first recipients was Chelsea Khabbaz. She couldn’t wait to leave St. Clair County
after graduating from high school in 2006, she said, to “try something new.”
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Ms. Khabbaz secured a degree in medical laboratory science at Michigan State University,
moved outside Detroit and worked as a lab scientist at Beaumont Hospital-Royal Oak in
Royal Oak, Mich.
After a few years away, she missed her hometown of Port Huron, Mich., and started making
the 60-mile trip more frequently. She picked up some weekend work at the local hospital
and met Robert Khabbaz, who lived in town. When they decided to marry, they had to
choose where to live. Her mother read about the reverse scholarship in the newspaper.
“The scholarship made it a no-brainer to find a house in St. Clair County,” Ms. Khabbaz said
of the windfall. The couple bought a house there in June 2016, two months before getting
married. Ms. Khabbaz now works full time at the McLaren Port Huron Hospital. Her husband
is a real-estate agent.
In Grant County, Ind., the economic development office offers $5,000 toward a home for
people moving to the area. The requirements are a job and advanced training or a college
degree. The money must be repaid if recipients leave within five years.
About 100 newcomers have bought houses through the program, said Tim Eckerle executive
director of the Grant County Economic Growth Council.
The chamber of commerce is developing a $9,000 scholarship program to help repay
student loans, which combined with the housing grants, would pay newcomers $14,000 to
settle in Grant County.
Employers in Marne, Iowa, population 100 or so, also struggle to find workers, said Randy
Baxter, the town’s mayor. The state has an unemployment rate of 2.8 percent, one of the
lowest in the U.S. A local committee in Marne offers newcomers free land to build a house.
“There are jobs here, fairly decent jobs,” Mr. Baxter said. “We just need people to come in
and fill the jobs.”
The town’s free-lots program – funded by donations – began before the recession. So far,
though, only one home has been built, Mr. Baxter said.
The North Platte, Neb., chamber of commerce last year started offering up to $10,000 to
move into town for a job. At the time, Gary Person, the chamber’s president, said the
money was intended to encourage people to “put down some roots,” while helping the town
of 24,000 fill some of its hundreds of open jobs. The chamber and participating employers
would split the cost.
The first grant went to Audrey Bellew, a 25-year-old law school graduate. She grew up
nearby and had planned to return home. The money helped pay for her move and provided
support while she studied for the bar exam and prepared for a job at a local law firm.
The town has landed a second newcomer, a physical therapist who moved from Colorado
with her husband. A check presentation is in the works.
Earning those two victories showed Mr. Person how difficult it is to give money away, if the
requirement is living in North Platte.
“It’s a sign of the times,” he said, “how difficult it is to recruit talent.”
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